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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
no so much to gain new information as it is to get
away from the all the onslaught. We seek clarity,
answers, solutions. This is where the VFCA can help.

Tony McDowell
2018 VFCA President
Henrico County Division of Fire

What does the
VFCA do for me?
It’s a question we hear frequently, and it’s a fair
question. There was a time, before we were all
digitally connected, when communications took
place mostly face to face. It made a lot of sense for
fire chiefs to get together in conventions in order
to find out what was happening in other locations
and how other fire departments were meeting
the challenges of the day. These meetings were
critically important, and the association was the
vehicle for making those meetings happen.
Of course, we still benefit from face to face
conversations. We still attend meetings and
conferences and training sessions, but the reality
is that we have a different problem than fire service
leaders of the past. We have way too much access to
information. In fact, we are constantly bombarded
with information, much of it lacking any filter or
context, and it comes at us 24 hours a day through
emails, texts, tweets, and every other possible
medium. Now when we get together in person it’s

In terms of specific programs and deliverables,
the VFCA has been going through a process of
modernization in recent years. The association’s
leadership has narrowed its focus to better
understand how the VFCA can provide the right kind
of assistance and resources to fire service leaders
in the Commonwealth. There are very specific
things the association can do – in fact, things only
this association can do – to help fire chiefs in a
real and meaningful way. For example, we all need
to understand with clarity what is going on with
legislative matters in the General Assembly. But for
a fire chief who has his or her own fire department
to run, it’s virtually impossible to personally monitor,
research, and understanding every bill that impacts
the fire service, much less single-handedly push to
support or oppose that bill. However, the VFCA can
do that for you, and do it extremely well. The VFCA
will provide you, as a member of the association,
and as a fire chief, with the clarity and answers you
need regarding legislative matters in Richmond.
Our new governmental relations firm, Two Capitols
Consulting, is staffed with three highly experienced
professional consultants who work full-time in
Richmond year-round, and with a continuous
presence in the General Assembly during each
legislative session. They know the legislators, the
processes, and usually the back story and history
on different issues. They are there working for us;
working for you.
In terms of professional development and training,
the VFCA has identified the gaps that no other
organization is filling. This is how we came to create
and operate the Virginia Fire Officer Academy,
the only resident-style state-wide leadership
program that focuses on personal leadership and
communication skills, with a curriculum that does
not duplicate anything you will find in existing
DFP or NFA course descriptions. It fills the gap so
well that it has been recognized by the NFFF and
the U.S. Congressional Fire Services Institute for
excellence. It doesn’t hurt that we now have more
than 800 graduates of the program – representing
an entire generation of company officers and chief
officers from across the Commonwealth - who have
graduated from the program and have gone on to
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change Virginia’s fire service for the better. Building
on that success, we are now approaching the third
year of the Virginia Chief Officer Academy, which
again will offer the chance to fill the educational
gaps and provide chief officers from across Virginia
the chance to grow professionally and personally.
How can we build on these accomplishments in the
next few years? Well, during my term as president
of the VFCA, my focus will be to find new ways to
connect regional fire chiefs groups together with the
VFCA. There are a number of formal and informal
regional chiefs’ associations, including in Hampton
Roads, Northern Virginia, Roanoke, and Central
Virginia (as examples) that are active and making a
real difference for their communities. By building
more clear lines of communications and information
sharing between these groups, the VFCA can truly
provide a statewide resource for sharing the latest
success stories, opportunities, and solutions to the
problems we all face.
So back to the original question - what does the
VFCA do for me? In my mind the answer is simple.
The VFCA provides you with a vehicle to do your job
more effectively, whether it’s by sharing examples
of new programs, accessing valuable education, or
gaining access to legislative knowledge.
The more things change, the more they stay the
same. We have grown as an association and
changed to meet the needs of today’s fire service
leaders. But at the end of the day, the face to face
connections are still the heart of what we do. Being
active in your association gives you the chance to
get to know your peers, to develop a network of
professional and personal contacts. You can’t do
this job alone, and sometimes you need someone
from outside your department to talk to when
you’re facing a difficult decision. Your personal
contacts might make the difference between getting
a fully staffed strike force on the road headed your
way, versus waiting for a decision from someone
you never met. Just as fire service leaders from a
hundred years ago would travel to a convention
to spend time with one another, we still need that
human contact, the chance to engage. That is what
the VFCA does for us.
It is an honor to serve as the president during the
2018-19 term. If I can do anything to assist you,
please do not hesitate to call.
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post traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and how it affected his life. Jeremy
provided a candid and real description of his struggle, including reading
the suicide note he had written. These classes provided two different
but well needed view points on mental health for first responders.
Chief Andrew Baxter and Chief Mike Rogers of the Charlottesville Fire
Department conducted the last session of the conference. The class,
Civil Unrest in Charlottesville: A Fire and EMS Response Perspective,
discussed the challenges and the lessons learned from the events on
August 11-12, 2017. The Chiefs offered great insight into the planning
and operational phases of this event. The information provided
attendees with a better understanding of how to prepare for these types
of event and how to recover, as an organization and as a community,

CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
By Lorna Trent

once the event is over.
Each year the Virginia Fire and Rescue Conference grows and surpasses
the excellence of the previous year. As hard as it is to imagine, next year
will be even better than this year. Save the date in your calendar now:

The end of February brought with it the close of another successful Fire and Rescue

February 20 – 24, 2019 and we will see you next year.

Conference. For five days the Virginia Beach Conference Center and the Virginia Beach Fire
Training Center were occupied by thousands of people attending classes and visiting the
Exhibit Hall. The conference Exhibit Hall had more than 70 apparatus on display and over
130 exhibitors.
The conference began on Wednesday with a full day of classes. In years past, the
conference started with the 1031 recertification class on Wednesday along with one or
two other classes. This year, there were eight more classes offered in addition to the 1031
recertification class.
The conference hits its stride on Thursday with 24 classes being offered throughout the day.
These classes included The Irons Academy, Hands on Training (HOT) class at the Virginia
Beach Fire Training Center, Tactical Emergency Casualty Care, and Understanding and
Fighting Basement Fires: Where Science Meets the Streets. The Understanding and Fighting
Basement fire instructors, Brian Kazmierzak and Murray Loflin, used the recent UL/NIST
research on tactics in basement fires and Line of Duty Death (LODD) case studies to help
firefighters and officers understand the current science and how it intergrates into modern
fire attacks. Murray Loflin, an investigator working with the NIOSH Fire Fighter Fatality
and Prevention Program, was able to thoroughly explain the LODD case studies and how
the related to the UL/NIST research. Kazmierzak and Loflin designed the program so that
attendees would be able to present this material to their own fire departments.
In keeping with the initiative to educate firefighters on health and wellness, there were
several classes that addressed the mental and physical well-being of firefighters. The class
on barrier hoods focused on the emerging technology for PPE, specifically particulateblocking hoods. It started with a historical perspective and moved into the science and
studies of firefighter cancer rates that are pushing technology change for firefighter safety.
There were several classes that specifically address the mental wellness issues that are facing
the first responders today. Michael Verano, a licensed professional counselor, discussed the
barriers and factors that create resistance in first responders to seek mental health services
and then provided tips to help overcome these barriers. Jeremy Johns spoke about his
4

Unless otherwise noted, all “Highlights” photos are by
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CAPUTO HONORED WITH VIRGINIA EFO GRADUATES
2017 PRESIDENT’S AWARD HONORED AT CONFERENCE
By Jay Cullinan

On February 24th at the Virginia Fire-Rescue Conference’s Awards and

Six Virginia Fire Officer’s were honored during the 2018 Virginia Fire Rescue

Recognition Ceremony, the outgoing VFCA President, Jay Cullinan, awarded the

Conference for completing their Executive Fire Officer Program (EFOP) during 2017.

2017 President’s Award to Deputy Chief (Ret.) Nicholas J. Caputo. The President’s

Each graduate present was invited to the podium where they were presented with

Award, is given at the discretion of the current VFCA President, in recognition of an

an American flag that had been flown over the U. S. Capitol in their honor. The

individual that has assisted the president and has contributed to the success of the

new graduates include:

VFCA over the course of the year. Chief Cullinan presented the award to Caputo
for his contributions to the VFCA over the past year, though also recognizing his
contributions to the VFCA and Virginia’s fire service as he concluded his service
as the Professional Development Committee’s Chairman for the past 20 years.
Chief Caputo has served in a pivotal role for many years, helping to coordinate
the professional development programs that the VFCA has lead during that time,

Bily W. Searce, Captain, Danville Fire Department.; Nicholas E. Nelson, Captain,
Norfolk Fire Rescue; Jerrod M. Sergi, Lieutenant, Norfolk Fire Rescue; James D.
Dillon, L:ieutenant, Chesterfield County Fire & EMS; Andrew J. Vita, Assistant Chief,
City of Fairfax Fire Department; James D. Ferguson, Division Chief, Botetourt
County Department of Emergency Services.

including the Virginia Fire Officer’s Academy, the Virginia Chief Officer’s Academy,
and the annual conference, just to name a few. In awarding the President’s Award
to Caputo, Chief Cullinan cited the contributions that Chief Caputo has made to
Virginia’s fire service as a whole, but also reflected on the contributions he has
made in mentoring so many individuals who are now serving in key roles of the
organization and beyond.

Photo: Bill Smith

President Jay Cullinan had the honor of selecting and presenting Nicholas “Nick”
J. Caputo the annual W.C “Bill” Smith President’s Award. Shown L to R is Chief Jay
Cullinan, Chief Nick Caputo (Ret.), Secretary of Public Safety Brian Moran and
Chief Tony McDowell.
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“What good is the warmth
of summer, without
the cold of winter
to give it sweetness.”
-John Stenibeck
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TECC HOW THINGS CHANGE
By Lorna Trent
It is a Friday afternoon, around two o’clock. A call goes out for an active shooter
in an office building. The crew immediately responds to the call. As they arrive on
scene they are met by police officers. The officers are to be their escorts into the
warm zone; the crew is the first Rescue Task Force (RTF) to enter the structure.
They don helmets and vests, gather their gear bags, and start towards the building.
All the senses are assaulted with the effects of the teeming chaos inside. The
building lights are out; it is pitch black inside and the crews’ flashlights provide
limited illumination as they rapidly move about, but they also create with it
ghostly shadows that dance around the crew adding to the disorienting effect. A
deafening alarm is sounding and from somewhere inside almost inaudible moans
float to the ears of the crewmembers.
The crew starts to encounter victims with various needs as they progress
forward throughout the building. They perform life-saving interventions
and keep moving, rapidly assessing and treating as they go. Suddenly, out
of the darkness, a gunman emerges and gunfire erupts in the direction
of the RTF. Fortunately, this scene was not real; this was just the final
evolution of a two-day class.
With more terrorism and mass casualty events taking place everyday in
the United States, it has become apparent that civilian first responders
need to have knowledge and training in tactical medicine. Tactical
Emergency Casualty Care (TECC) was developed by the National
Association of Emergency Medical Technicians Pre-Hospital Trauma
Life Support Committee based on the guidelines from the Committee
on Tactical Emergency Casualty Care. TECC teaches the lessons learned
from the military in a way that is applicable to the civilian world. The goal
is to decrease preventable deaths in tactical situations. This 16 hour class
focuses on three different phases: 1) Direct Threat Care, 2) Indirect Threat
Care, and 3) Evacuation.
The class starts with individual skills. Students were shown how to apply a
tourniquet and then how to apply it to themselves. This is a skill the practiced
throughout the two days to become efficient and proficient with the skill.
Students had the opportunity to perform needle decompressions and surgical
airway control. They learned wound packing and hemorrhage control. The
instructors discussed types of body armor and the challenges it creates for the
provider. And finally they learned how to quickly move the victims from the
structure. The instructors made the information understandable and useable for
everyone and not just Paramedic level providers.
The class finished with three full-scale evolutions with live victims and realistic
threats. Every evolutions was followed with a debrief where students and
instructors addressed issues and refined the skill sets.
This class provides an essential knowledge and skill sets to first responders. The
role of the first responder is changing and this class gives the responders’ a skill
set to successfully adapt to the new demands created by terrorism and mass
casualty events.
6
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FIRE CHIEFS ASSOCIATION HONORS
ROANOKE’S CHIEF DAVID HOBACK
WITH THE GLENN A. GAINES
LEADERSHIP LEGACY AWARD
During the 2018 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association
recognized Roanoke Fire Chief David Hoback with its highest honor, the Glenn A. Gaines
Leadership Legacy Award.
The award is named for former U.S. Fire Administrator and Fairfax County Fire Chief Glenn
Gains, an icon in the fire-services industry. Hoback was selected from a pool of nominees,
which can include any current career or volunteer firefighter in Virginia.
Virginia Fire Chiefs Association President and Spotsylvania County Fire Chief Jay Cullinan
said, “The Glenn A. Gaines Leadership Legacy Award recognizes an individual for their
efforts to advance the fire service in the commonwealth. The award recipient exemplifies
the integrity, commitment to excellence and leadership attributes portrayed by Chief
Gaines during his career. Having known Chief Hoback for many years, he is certainly
deserving of this recognition.”

Chief Hoback poses with award. VFCA President Jay Cullinan, Chief
David Hoback, Secretary of Public Safety Brian Moran, and incoming
VFCA President Anthony “Tony” McDowell.

Hoback is the Chief of the Roanoke Fire-EMS Department. He started as a volunteer in
1980 and was hired by the City of Roanoke as a paramedic in 1985. He was promoted

and are currently enrolled in the dual enrollment class. Hoback ensures

to Deputy Coordinator of Emergency Management in 1989 charged with developing and

that the school system’s EMT instructor receives teaching support from

overseeing of the City's new career EMS program. He was promoted to Deputy Chief in

their staff and he also made sure that all students received uniforms,

2002, took over as acting Chief in 2005 and was promoted to Chief in 2007.
In 2002 Hoback received his Executive Fire Officer Designation from the National Fire
Academy and in 2007 received his Chief Fire Officer Designation from the Center for Public
Safety Excellence. He holds a Bachelor’s degree in Fire Administration from Hampton
University. Chief Hoback is still a practicing paramedic in the Commonwealth and teaches
classes throughout the year. He is also a life member with Read Mountain Fire & Rescue in

including boots so that they would feel confidence and pride during
the class.
Hoback accepted the award during a ceremony that was part of the
2018 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference. Sponsored by the Virginia Fire
Chiefs Association, the conference provides educational opportunities
across the fire and emergency medical services areas.

Roanoke County. He has received the distinguished alumni commendation from Jefferson
College of Health Sciences as well.
Hoback is not one to rest and is always looking for ways to not only better his department,
but also to better Virginia's fire service as a whole. While serving as President of the
VFCA, Hoback helped institute a Chief Officer 101 program in concert with VDFP. He was
also instrumental in working with VDFP and VDEM to institute Mutual Aid Net which will
help with mutual aid responses throughout the Commonwealth. In 2017, Chief Hoback
received the Governor’s Award for Fire Chief of the Year.
He has served on the Virginia Public Safety Memorial Board and was instrumental in
helping with the construction of the monument that is housed in Richmond. In his own
department, Hoback oversaw the department's accreditation process from CFAI in 2002,
2007, 2012 and 2017. Under his leadership the City of Roanoke has gone from a Class 2
ISO rating to a Class 1.
In 2017, Hoback partnered with Roanoke City Public Schools to pilot a unique EMT class for
high school seniors that is taught at one of the Roanoke stations. Eleven students applied
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GOVERNOR’S FIRE SERVICES
AWARDS PRESENTED
Governor Ralph Northam announced recipients of the 2017 Governor’s Fire
Service Awards on February 24, 2018 during the awards ceremony held at the
Virginia Fire Rescue Conference in Virginia Beach. Established in 2002, the
Governor’s Fire Service Awards recognize and honor the excellence in Virginia’s
Fire Services. The Virginia Department of Fire Programs, in partnership with the
Virginia Fire Services Board, facilitated these awards.
“Virginia’s firefighters and first responders are some of the bravest and most
honorable individuals,” said Governor Ralph Northam. “I am grateful to them
and their families for their sacrifice to keep our communities safe. We owe these
public servants our appreciation and our continued support.”
“This year’s nominations included an outstanding representation of Virginia’s
fire services and their commitment to the protection and safety of the citizens
of the Commonwealth,” said Secretary of Public Safety Brian Moran. “It was my
honor to present the Governor’s Fire Services Awards and recognize outstanding
commitment and dedication to the fire services.”
The Governor’s Fire Services Awards for 2017 were presented to the following
recipients:

Excellence in Virginia Fire Services:
Retired Battalion Chief David Creasy
Retired Battalion Chief David Creasy has dedicated his lifetime educating and
protecting residents of Metro Richmond from the damaging effects of fire. After
more than 50 years in the fire service, Chief Creasy was diagnosed with Stage
4 neuroendocrine carcinoma in July 2014. Since his frightful diagnosis, Chief
Creasy has dedicated himself to educating and preventing his fellow firefighters
across the country on the necessary steps to reduce the alarming rate of cancer in
the fire service. Chief Creasy has been a change agent for policy and procedural
development on toxic exposure and reduction efforts.

8

Excellence in Community Risk Reduction:
Roanoke County Fire and Rescue Department
After three residential structure fires that claimed the loss of four young lives
in early 2016, the Roanoke County Fire and Rescue Department launched a
comprehensive fire safety campaign to reduce fire-related deaths. This campaign
involved a fire safety video, printed fire prevention materials and increased
efforts to visit schools, preschools, daycares, churches and businesses. Finally,
the Department launched a social media campaign and challenged all Roanoke
County residents to develop a fire escape plan, practice it and post a picture to
social media.

Excellence in Fire Service Training:
Charles Pruitt
Charles Pruitt demonstrates year after year his commitment and dedication to
educating the next generation of firefighters on Virginia’s Eastern Shore. Mr.
Pruitt is the current Director of
Public Safety for Accomack County. Mr. Pruitt first became involved with the
Eastern Shore Regional Fire Academy in 1999. Without the drive and determination
of Mr. Pruitt, this facility would not offer the high-level of professional fire training
is does today. Hundreds of firefighters have received their training under Mr.
Pruitt’s leadership and the residents of Eastern Shore are safer because of his
unwavering commitment to training.

Outstanding Fire Department Response:
Charlottesville Fire Department
The events of August 12, 2017 in Charlottesville were truly unimaginable and
required an emergency response that our Commonwealth hopes to never need
again. In attempts to plan and deploy for this very atypical event, the department
had to more than double its sworn capacity to increase the capability of the
local response system. This level of mutual aid is truly unprecedented and
the command staff of the Charlottesville Fire Department exercised extreme
leadership as it coordinated a lot of moving people and parts that day. The
magnitude of the interagency planning and coordinating was phenomenal. The
Charlottesville Fire Department was a vital leader in the regional preparation and
contributed significantly to the Commonwealth’s combined ability to respond.
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Private Sector Excellence in Virginia Fire Service Support:
BWX Technologies

Virginia Volunteer Fire Chief of the Year:
Chief William Hanks

For decades, BWX Technologies (BWXT) in Lynchburg has provided various
forms of support to the Central Virginia Region's fire and rescue services. Safety
is ingrained into the culture of BWXT and foster involvement with the local
volunteer fire departments. Over the past five years, BWXT has offered numerous
courses at no cost for firefighters as well as extended their generosity to donate
a pumper truck. BWXT has provided immeasurable contributions to Virginia’s
Fire Service and the fire departments throughout Central Virginia are better off
because of their unwavering generosity.

Chief William Hanks has served the community of Christiansburg as a member of
the Christiansburg Fire Department since 1981. During his tenure as a volunteer,
he has served as a firefighter, engineer, lieutenant, training officer and now
chief. For the past eight years, has served as the Fire Chief and Fire Marshal for
Christiansburg. Under the leadership of Chief Hanks, the Department witnessed
a full renovation to its fire station. During these renovations, Chief Hanks
implemented critical fire safety measures and increased the capacity for training
and overnight lodging. Chief Hanks spends countless hours supporting not only
the Christiansburg

Civilian Excellence in Virginia Fire Service Support:
Virginia Hands and Voices
Recognizing a need for increased public education, the Virginia Chapter of Hands
and Voices developed two webinars to educate about the fire service needs of the
deaf and hard-of-hearing communities. These webinars discussed how families

Fire Department, but also the other four fire departments and six rescue agencies
in Montgomery County. When someone calls into the station and needs
something as small as a smoke detector battery changed, Chief Hanks is out the
door and helping change the battery.

with hearing loss can help protect themselves before and during a house fire.
With the assistance of National Fire Protection Association, these webinars were
available nationwide and more than 200 people registered for these two webinars.
Due to the initiative of Virginia Hands and Voices, people in Virginia and across
the nation that are impacted by hearing loss have a better understanding of the
resources available to them and what they need to do to protect their families.

Virginia Volunteer Firefighter of the Year:
Lieutenant Kenny Kirby
Lt. Kenny Kirby has had a long and distinguished career in the fire service. His
service began in 1998 with the Concord Volunteer Fire Department. Kenny has
served as President of the Central Virginia Firefighters Association since 2013.
During
his time as President, he has reenergized the Association and made providing
superior training its priority. He has successfully hosted two regional fire schools
that have drawn students from across the Commonwealth. Lt. Kirby has a
passion for fire service leadership and the betterment of his fellow firefighters.
To that end, he includes not just hands on programs at the regional school, but
also leadership programs to ensure he captures the entire fire service audience.

Virginia Career Firefighter of the Year:
Lieutenant Marc Davidson
Recognizing a need to enhance and deliver a comprehensive officer development
and training program, the Fairfax County Fire and Rescue Department established
an Officer Development Training position in February 2017. Lt. Marc Davidson
led this new training initiative and delivered officer development and leadership
training programming to over 2,300 firefighters through multiple delivery
platforms in Fairfax County. Through his Riding the Seat Program, Lt. Davidson
has impacted firefighters from Fairfax County Fire and Rescue, Metropolitan
Washington Airports Authority, Arlington County Fire, Alexandria Fire, Loudoun
County Fire, and Prince William
County Fire. This program delivers tactical, front-seat training focused on quick
officer decision making. The program reached approximately 200 attendees
bimonthly.
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Virginia Career Fire Chief of the Year:
Chief W. Keith Brower
Chief W. Keith Brower, Jr. is deserving of this award not only for his forty-four
years of service to Loudoun County, but for his continued devotion to fire
prevention across the Commonwealth. Chief Brower began his tenure in the fire
service in 1973 and became the Chief of Loudoun Fire, Rescue, and Emergency
Management in 2010. Under Brower’s leadership, the County transitioned from
17 separate organizations into one of the largest combined systems in the
Commonwealth. Not only did Chief Brower champion this initiative, but he
also took responsibility for this experiment and continues to meet the unique
challenges this new system encounters. No one else could have done it.
However, perhaps
one of Chief Brower’s most important contributions to Virginia’s Fire Service is
his unwavering passion and support for fire prevention. Brower has become a
recognized leader for issues
involving the development and implementation of the Statewide Fire Prevention
Code. Chief Brower’s support of residential sprinklers and engagement with
many national organizations is unprecedented. Chief Brower is highly respected
in both Loudoun County and the Commonwealth of Virginia for his efforts and
his ability to accomplish the mission.
9
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TWO DEPARTMENTS
RECOGNIZED AS RECIPIENTS
OF THE VIRGINIA FIRE CHIEFS
ASSOCIATION/VIRGINIA FIRE
CHIEFS FOUNDATION “BEST
PRACTICES IN FIRE SERVICE
HEALTH AND SAFETY AWARD”

that operates from 15 fire stations and consists of approximately 450 employees. While the
department had many extensive health and safety initiatives in place, during their annual
planning process in 2016, they identified several gaps/areas for improvement as goals for
their Health and Safety Program. This resulted in an overarching strategy “to incorporate
best practices in equipment, policies and training to reduce line of duty deaths, reduce
on the job injuries and to provide awareness and emotional support for the mental and
emotional well-being” of their personnel. Among the initiatives that were implemented
in that one-year period were implementation of the “Blue Card” Command program,
development of a cancer support team along with a cancer support guidebook, expanded
their wellness/fitness program by initiating the IAFC/IAFF Wellness Fitness Initiative and
upgrading their respiratory protection equipment. Additionally, the department did
extensive research and design of ballistic protection (body armor) for its members to
be ordered in 2018. And finally, the department developed a “focus team” to address
emotional and behavioral health with follow up on “stress first aid” training.

On Saturday, February 24, 2018, during the opening ceremony of the
Virginia Fire Chiefs Association’s Virginia Fire-Rescue Conference,
two departments were recognized as recipients of the Virginia Fire
Chiefs “Best Practices in Fire Services Health and Safety Award.”
Those departments were Spotsylvania Fire, Rescue and Emergency
Management and the Chesapeake Fire Department.

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association congratulates these two award winners and encourages
all departments (volunteer, combination and career) to submit nominations next year for
the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association “Best Practices in Fire Service Health and Safety Award.”
Please look for nomination information in future issues of Commonwealth Chief, as well
as on the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association website.

By Fire Chief Stephen P. Kopczynski, Chairman
Virginia Fire Chiefs Association Health and Safety Committee

This award program seeks to recognize departments that demonstrate
best practices in providing for the health, safety and wellness of their
members. It is managed by the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association Health
and Safety Committee, and is monetarily supported by the Virginia Fire
Chiefs Foundation. Departments selected as recipients of the award
receive a $500 contribution from the Virginia Fire Chiefs Association /
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation.
As in the past, this year’s award winners each demonstrated a strong
organizational commitment to the health, safety, wellness and welfare
of their members.
Spotsylvania Fire, Rescue and Emergency Management was chosen
as the recipient under the “Combination” department category for its
comprehensive program of cancer prevention initiatives.
Spotsylvania Fire, Rescue and Emergency Management, which consists
of 222 paid employees and approximately 300 volunteer responders,
in just two years developed and implemented a wide variety of cancer
prevention initiatives from enhanced NFPA 1582 physicals, to second
turnout gear sets, to vehicle exhaust capture and removal systems being
installed in all fire stations and enhanced health and safety training
across the board. While these initiatives were costly, the department
sought ways to make them a possibility through unique opportunities
and with the ultimate goal in mind of protecting their “most valuable
asset,” the personnel that serve their community each and every day.
The Chesapeake Fire Department was chosen as the recipient of the
award under the “Career” department category for its implantation of
various initiatives/programs to address gaps that were identified in their
health and safety policies and procedures review initiative.
The Chesapeake Fire Department is a career department that protects
a largely urban/suburban area in the Hampton Roads area of Virginia
Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS
A Most Sincere Thanks
To All Our 2018 Virginia
Fire Rescue Conference
Sponsors!
Please help us extend our deepest
appreciation to this year’s conference
sponsors. Their support makes it
possible for the VFCA to deliver the
outstanding and affordable conference
you experienced!

Thank You!
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CHIEF LEVEL SPONSOR
Atlantic Emergency Solutions
DEPUTY CHIEF LEVEL SPONSOR
E-ONE
ASSISTANT CHIEF LEVEL SPONSOR
FirstNet Powered by AT&T
BATTALION CHIEF LEVEL SPONSORS
Change Healthcare
Harris Corporation
DuPont Protection Technologies
Motorola Solutions, Inc.
Spec Rescue
US Digital Designs
Virginia Department of Forestry
COMPANY OFFICER LEVEL SPONSORS
Columbia Southern University
L. A. W. Publications
Paradigm
Provident Insurance
Symbol Arts
W. L. Gore & Associates
CONFERENCE PARTNERS
Virginia Department of Emergency Management
Virginia Department of Fire Programs
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CHIEFS FOUNDATION
AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS
This year, as a part of its Scholarship Program, the Virginia Fire Chiefs
Foundation presented ten, Robert E. White Memorial Scholarships to

INAUGURAL PHILLIPS FAMILY
FIREFIGHTER TRAINING
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED TO
ROANOKE AREA DEPARTMENTS

Virginia students who have been accepted into a post-high school
educational institution or other program. The awards were presented

Three Roanoke Valley firefighters recently received scholarships to attend the Fire

during the 2018 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference held in Virginia Beach.

Department Instructor Conference (FDIC) in April, provided by the Phillips Family

There was a $2000.00 award presented to Jason Jenkins to attend John

through the Roanoke Valley Firefighters Foundation

Hopkins University. Also, there were five $1,500.00 awards presented.
Included were: Cari Chandler,Columbia Southern University (CSU);
Elizabeth Cullinan, Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU); Eugene
Durham, CSU; Mark Ferguson; Eastern Kentucky;

and Sallyanne

Sadler, VCU. There is one additional $1,500. Award peding based on
acceptance into University of Virginia.
Additionally, four $1,000.00 scholarships were presented. They

The inaugural Phillips Family Firefighter Training Scholarships were given to
training officers from Roanoke County Fire & EMS Department, Roanoke Fire &
EMS Department and Salem Fire & EMS Department. Receiving the scholarships
were Battalion Chief Johnson (Salem Fire & EMS Department), Lieutenant Haubner
(Roanoke County Fire & EMS Department) and Lieutenant Wasson (Roanoke Fire &
EMS Department).

included: Brayden Bradbury, Virginia Tech; Nichole Rice, Germanna

Michele McDaniel presented the scholarships at the Roanoke Regional Fire & EMS

Community College; Emily Schacht, James Madison University and

Training Center. Michele comes from a family of firefighters. Her father, Doug

Aubree Shreve, VCU.

Phillips, began his career in the early 1960’s as a member of the Alexandria Fire

Selection of the award recipients was based on being an active Virginia

Department and retired at the rank of Battalion Chief in 1984. Chief Phillips was

fire, EMS or emergency management provider, demonstrated need,

known by his colleagues to be a kind-hearted man who never judged anyone and

desire, initiative and potential benefits of the educational opportunity.

felt that everyone deserved to be treated with kindness and respect. He was admired

The scholarship program was first established a number of years ago

for his passion for training the younger firefighters and helping them to achieve

in memory of Mr. Robert E. White, a citizen of the Commonwealth of

promotions and other career goals. Michele’s brother, Paul Phillips started his career

Virginia who donated his money towards the betterment of the Fire

as a firefighter in Fairfax County Fire & Rescue before moving to Florida where he was

Service throughout the state.

hired by the Fort Myers Fire Department. A few years later, he became the Training

The objective of the program is to assist individuals desiring to further

Captain for the Bonita Springs Fire Department, in Florida, where he finished out

their education through a variety of opportunities such as college

his career. Captain Phillips was a man of God who was greatly respected for his

classes, National Fire Academy classes, Virginia Fire Chief Association

professionalism and character. He was an inspiration to all he came in contact with.

events such as the Virginia Fire Rescue Conference, the Virginia Fire

Sadly, Captain Phillips died 11 days short of retirement in a hunting accident. After

Officer Academy, certificate programs, and other fire & EMS programs

his passing, the Bonita Springs Fire Department dedicated their Training Tower to

or conferences. Individual scholarship awards are made up to $1,500

him, in honor of his dedication and love for teaching others.

and can be utilized for any direct expenses such as registration, tuition,
books, meals, lodging and/or transportation.
The Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation began awarding scholarships in
2003. Since that time, 241 scholarships have been awarded totaling
nearly $165,000.
Applications for the next grant period (January 2018 to July 1, 2019) will
be accepted between September 1, and December 1, 2018. Successful
applicants will be notified by January 1, 2019. Awardees will be
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To honor their family members the Phillips family created the Phillips Family
Firefighter Training Scholarship to send deserving firefighters who are served by the
Roanoke Valley Firefighters Foundation. The Roanoke Valley Firefighters Foundation
is a charitable organization that provides support to families of fallen Fire-EMS
workers, who have died in the Line of Duty. The purpose of the Foundation is to
help families rebuild their lives after a loved ones passing, by providing resources to
help survivors move forward.

recognized at the 2019 Virginia Fire Rescue Conference.

The three award recipients are required to train their respective department

Applications and eligibility information may be obtained by visiting the

personnel on a particular class or technique that they learned while attending the

VFCA website at www.vfca.us, or by calling or writing the Association or

FDIC in honor of the Phillips family members. The scholarships are a wonderful way

Foundation. You may reach us by phone at (888) 818-0983.

to honor two great fire service leaders.
Commonwealth Chief • April 2018

YOUR CREW

CAN COUNT ON

STIHL.
STIHL has
firefighters’ and
rescue workers’ backs.
TSA 230
Professional Battery-Powered
Cut-Off Machine

44995

$

Battery and charger
sold separately.

MS 461 R

 Comes standard with 9” composite wheel.
 Lightweight, easy to handle.
 High-performance Lithium-Ion battery.
 Onboard water connection helps

Shown with optional
STIHL diamond wheel.

Rescue Chain Saw

1,30995

$

 Designed exclusively for fire, rescue

suppress dust for wet cutting.

AP 300 Battery

159

$

95

AL 500 High-Speed Charger

and emergency services work.

 Extra-large starter handle for

119

$

20” bar†

use with fire/rescue gloves.

95

Shown with optional depth limiter, sold separately.

The actual listed guide bar length can vary from the effective cutting length based on which powerhead it is installed on.

All prices MAS-SRP. Available at participating dealers. ©2017 STIHL MA18FIVA01-14-138922-1

†

INTERESTED IN A LIVE DEMONSTRATION? CONTACT YOUR PRODUCT SPECIALIST TODAY!
Mark Harrison | 919-740-0990

Central North Carolina, Southern Virginia

Gary Causby | 919-605-9905

Eastern North Carolina, Southeast Virginia

Kenneth Glass | 919-943-0342

Maryland, Delaware, Central & Northern Virginia

Visit STIHLdealers.com for more information.
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BIG STONE GAP TAKES STEPS
TO HELP PREVENT CANCERS
By Lt. Rick Carpenter

The Big Stone Gap Fire Department is pleased to announce that we
have begun the process of being proactive in the fight against cancer
among firefighters.
Over the years in firefighting the materials that structures today are
built with, and the materials used in furniture and other home products
has changed tremendously. These facts have sparked the topic and
numerous studies of firefighters fallen victim to cancer. These are
some facts that have come from these studies. An alarming 68% of all
firefighters will fall victim to some type of cancer. Studies show that
most forms of cancer will be either respiratory, digestive, urinary and
oral. These studies also show increase in testicular cancer, 50% more
likely to develop multiple myeloma or non- Hodgkin’s lymphoma and
28% more likely to develop prostate cancer.
These findings have placed the fight against cancer in our firefighters
a top priority for the Big Stone Gap Fire Department. In the year 2016
the Big Stone Gap Fire Department applied for a grant to obtain new
personal protective gear known as turnout gear, the department
received this grant allowing us to purchase new turnout gear for each
man on the department. Included with this gear was the purchase of
new Hood’s. The fire department had always used the traditional 100%
Nomex hood. These hoods were replaced with Gore Particulate Hood
Ultra C6 for better protection for our firefighters. Here are some specs
on this new hood.

Why a Particulate Hood?
As we learn more about the potentially harmful contaminants found
at the fire ground, the need for protection against those particulate
hazards continues to grow. Wearing a particulate hood will give you
the additional protection you need.

Why the GORE® Particulate Hood? Protection…
The GORE® Particulate Hood provides excellent particulate blocking
throughout the entire hood — not just in selected areas. In addition, this
hood exceeds current NFPA 1971 requirements for thermal protection.

The GORE® Particulate Hood exceeded the Standard’s minimum requirement of 90%
efficiency in this test across the entire particulate size range of 0.1 to 1.0 microns:
•
•
•
•

As received (new): 99.9%
NFPA 1971 pre-conditioning: 99.9%
100 at-home laundry cycles: 99.9%
100 laundry cycles at a verified ISP: 99.9%

Trust
The GORE® Particulate Hood combines the expertise of the industry leader in barrier
technology with the skill of one of the most respected hood manufacturers, Majestic Fire
Apparel.

Ultra C6 Material
When exposed to flame, C6 fibers expand, creating an Oxygen starved environment so fire
cannot continue.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Material is self-extinguishing
Inherently flame resistant
No harsh chemical treatments
Odor neutralizing
Anti-Static
Low Heat Conductivity
Maintains performance values after laundering

This was a major step toward the fight against cancer for our firefighters. The year 2017
grant the Big Stone Gap Fire Department has applied for yet another grant in the effort
to fight cancer. This grant is requesting funding for a turnout gear washer/extractor and
dryer, and an exhaust removal system for the fire station. This will allow the firefighters
to keep their turnout gear cleaner. The washer/extractor will help rid the turnout gear
from the carcinogens that cause cancer. The exhaust removal system will connect to
the apparatus exhaust and carry the fumes from starting the engines out of the station.
The Big Stone Gap Fire Department is implementing a DECON bucket to each apparatus.
This bucket will contain a brush, section of garden hose with a nozzle that will connect to
the apparatus, bottle of cleaner, and a brush. This will allow the firefighters to routinely
clean their turnout gear before getting back on the apparatus after a fire. This will not only
reduce the carcinogens on the gear but will also reduce the number of carcinogens that is
carried back to the firehouse in the apparatus. To go with these attempts to fight cancer our
department is putting out a Standard Operating Guideline (S.O.G) to cover the steps and
procedures to follow to help with this fight. The Big Stone Gap Fire Department is going to
continue to be proactive in the fight against cancer and provide our firefighters with the
best protection possible.

The innovative design of the GORE® Particulate Hood integrates a
particulate-blocking layer that stops 99.9% of particulates between
0.1 and 1.0 microns in size1. This level of performance translates to
improved protection against harmful contaminants found at the fire
ground when compared to traditional hoods. 1 As defined by the
Particulate Blocking Test included in the proposed 2018 edition of the
NFPA 1971 Standard.

Particulate-Blocking Test Results
To ensure that the GORE® Particulate Hood meets this need for
added durability, samples were washed 100 times, some at a verified
ISP location and others in a home laundry. Samples from both sets
were tested for their ability to block particulates using the Particulate
Blocking Test included in the proposed 2018 edition of the NFPA 1971
Standard. In addition, samples were tested as received (new) and after
the pre-conditioning requirements specified in the Standard – two
cycles of ten wash/dry and one convective heat cycle, for a total of 20
wash/dry cycles and two convective heat cycles
16

Chief Billy Chandler shown holding the new GORE Particulate Hood Ultra C6 while Lt.
Carpenter shows the older white Nomex hood.
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Architecture • Interiors • Planning
COLLABORATEPROGRAMDESIGNDELIVER
LEED SILVER

LEED GOLD

In collaboration with Elliott, LeBoeuf & Associates

Williamson Road Fire Station
Roanoke, VA

6 Story Drill Training Tower
Aurora, CO

Fire Station #7 & Fire Administration Headquarters
Virginia Beach, VA

Fire Station #10
Chesapeake, VA
Fire & Rescue Headquarters
Suffolk, VA

7 Story Tactical Fire Training Tower
Chesterfield County, VA

New Fire Station #1 (Grafton)
York County, VA

Please Contact: Matt H. Astrin, Principal | Director of Municipal & Public Safety Studio | mastrin@rrmm.com | 757.622.2828 | www.RRMM.com
Chesapeake | Roanoke | Richmond | Arlington

EMS Billing Solutions
The Insight & Expertise You Need
With the support of Change Healthcare EMS revenue cycle
management solutions, your department will receive:
•
•
•
•

Optimized collections
Detailed reporting and department analytics
Interactive department dashboards and scorecards
A dedicated compliance team

For more information vist www.mckesson.com/bps/ems or call 877.528.9878.

HOW TO MAKE SURE YOUR FIRE
SAFETY MESSAGES ARE ACCURATE
Have you ever been asked to give a public education safety presentation to a local community group? Have you ever
questioned whether your messages are accurate and up-to-date? You are not alone and there is a resource out there
to help you.
The National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) created the Educational Messages Advisory Committee that meets
annually to review educational fire-safety messages. These fire-safety experts provide recommendations to NFPA
public education staff for updating and revising the messages. The messages are influenced by NFPA codes and
standards.
You can find these messages in the NFPA’s free Educational Messages Desk Reference, 2017 Edition. The messages
are intended to be used by members of fire and emergency services, fire- and life-safety educators, and other firesafety advocates, so that accurate and consistent language is used when relaying safety information to the public.

Desk Reference is easy to use
The reference is divided into three sections. Educational
messages arranged by topic are found in the first
section. Each topic area is self-contained and written
so that all the information needed on a certain subject
is provided within that category. There are 20 chapters,
and the topics covered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Get NFPA’s Desk Reference PDF 613 KB

Home smoke alarms.
Home fire sprinklers.
Carbon monoxide.
Candles.
Portable fire extinguishers and firefighting.
Medical oxygen

The second section provides educational messages
for children — specifically for preschoolers,
kindergarteners, and grades 1 and 2. The third section
provides educational messages that are easy to read
and are designed for people with limited English
understanding.

TRENDS
REMAIN SAME
IN ANNUAL
LINE-OF-DUTY
DEATHS
Taking a look at the 93 on-duty
firefighter fatalities in 2017 reveals
similar trends from previous years,
with cardiac and health-related
issues marking a bulk of the fire
service's losses. According to
numbers provided by the U.S. Fire
Administration, the overwhelming
physical stress firefighting has on
the body remains at the forefront of
modern firefighter health and safety.
There were 58 line-of-duty deaths
last year related to cardiac or other
medical issues while firefighters
were either on scene at an incident
or within the 24-hour span
afterward. Given these incidents,
many firefighter organizations
across the country continue to
stress to need for proper diet and
exercise to counter the demanding
physical nature of the job.

Desk Reference is updated each year
The messages are reviewed every year by fire safety experts. A recent change to the 2017 edition was related to the
placement of smoke alarms and sleeping with a door closed. The committee is recommending that more research be
done to find out the following: whether a closed door delays early warning from a smoke alarm that is placed outside
the sleeping room, and if fire deaths differ when the fire begins in the room where the door is closed.

Action step to make sure your
messages are accurate and consistent
Download your free copy of the NFPA’s Educational Messages
Desk Reference and update your presentation materials to use the
messages it contains. It’s located at:
https://www.nfpa.org/public-education/resources/%20educational-messaging

Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us

ARTICLES ARE
WELCOME…
Articles should be short (about
500 -1,000 words and have
direct relation to the fire service,
EMS, health & safety, etc. photos
may be included.
Please send your submission to:
editor@vfca.us
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MICHAEL REILLY
APPOINTED TO HEAD VDFP

NEW STATE FORESTER
APPOINTED

Governor Ralph Northam appoints Rob Farrell as the new
State Forester for Virginia.

Michael T. Reilly previously served over 36 years with the Fairfax
County Fire and Rescue Department, retiring in February 2015 at the
rank of Deputy Chief. As Deputy Chief, Michael held command level
positions as Operations Chief, Chief Training Officer and Chief of the
Fire Marshal’s Office. In addition, Michael also served for over 25 years
as the Safety Officer with FEMA and the Office of U.S. Foreign Disaster
Assistance’s U.S. Urban Search And Rescue Team. As Safety Officer,
he responded to missions around the world including: the Pentagon
on 9/11, the 1999 Taiwan and Turkey earthquakes, the U.S. Embassy
bombing in Kenya, among many others.
In April of 2015, Michael was recalled to Active Duty, retiring in April
2017 from reserve military duty at the rank of CWO-4, and was the
Senior Reserve Special Agent with the U.S. Coast Guard Investigative
Service (CGIS) with 30 years’ experience. He conducted criminal
investigations and protective service operations as the CGIS small arms
instructor and liaison with I.C.E. and the NOVA Environmental Crimes
Task Force.
While the Fire Marshal for Fairfax County, Michael provided expert
testimony to legislative bodies on the impacts of bills and resolutions.
He also served on the Virginia Fire Services Board for eight years after
being appointed by Governor Mark Warner in 2004 and Governor Kaine
in 2008.

Rob Farrell has been selected as State Forester of Virginia. He is the eighth State
Forester in the 104-year history of the Virginia Department of Forestry. Farrell was
appointed by Governor Ralph Northam Friday, January 12th.
Farrell has worked for VDOF for 18 years, starting out as an area forester, and then
holding the position of assistant director of forestland conservation before taking on
the role of deputy state forester in 2012. Farrell also served as acting State Forester of
Virginia from January through April 2014.
“It’s an honor to be appointed as Virginia’s state forester by Governor Northam,
and I look forward to leading the Virginia Department of Forestry in support of the
Northam administration,” Farrell said. “The agency’s mission remains the same.
We will protect Virginia’s forest and citizens from wildfire and we will be ready to
respond to other natural disasters and emergencies. We will continue to help forest
landowners manage and grow their forests. We will work with Virginia loggers to get
the wood out of the forest with the least impact possible. We will support and grow
the forest products industry in Virginia because having strong markets for forest
products is the key to having healthy managed forests.”
Virginia is home to more than 16 million acres of forestland, 10.6 million of which are
owned by families or individuals. The forestry industry employs more than 107,931
Virginians and contributes about $21 billion annually to the state’s economy.
“Trees and forests are critical for water quality and for human health and we will
increase our efforts to demonstrate that trees are the answer to many of the issues
that we face in Virginia today,” said Farrell. “We will continue our innovative work in
forestland conservation, and increasing the benefits that Virginians derive from trees
in our towns and communities.
Farrell is a Virginia native who earned Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees in Forestry at
Virginia Tech.
The Virginia Department of Forestry is headquartered in Charlottesville.
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E-ONE Cyclone II Custom Pumper

Jerry Hackney

Rod Frazier

South Eastern E-ONE Sales Rep

NOVA E-ONE Sales Rep

jhackney@mathenymotors.com

rfrazier@mathenymotors.com

757-585-1581

540-522-1298

IN RESPONSE TO RISING TOLL OF ACTIVE
SHOOTER AND HOSTILE EVENTS,
NFPA TO FAST-TRACK A NEW STANDARD
FOR UNIFIED RESPONSE
For only the second time in history,
NFPA authorizes a provisional standard
A rise in active shooter incidents and the escalating

557 injuries (not including suspect injuries or deaths)

impact of hostile events has prompted the National Fire

documented by the FBI during the years 2000 through

Protection Association (NFPA) to process NFPA 3000,

2013.

Standard for Preparedness and Response to Active

”Hostile events are happening with greater frequency

Shooter and/or Hostile Events as a provisional standard,

and ferocity today. It’s critical that we take steps to

which means it would be available for use as early as

protect people from this increasing threat,” NFPA

April, 2018.

President Jim Pauley said. “By employing the unified

This marks only the second time in NFPA’s 121-year

response outlined in NFPA 3000, first responders,

history that provisional standard status has been

facility managers, hospital officials, and

authorized by the NFPA Standards Council.
Provisional standards are developed when there is a

community members can minimize risk before, during

serious life safety concern that warrants an abbreviated

and after these devastating incidents.” Pauley added,

standards development process. The typical standards

“We were clearly hearing the need for such a standard

cadence is condensed so that a standard can be issued

from those on the frontlines. Through this process,

in a shorter time period in the interest of the public; and

we are able to respond quickly to provide a critical

in this case, first responder safety. The tragic trend of

body of knowledge to those who are faced with such

hostile events in the United States prompted the NFPA’s

horrendous events, ultimately making them and the

Standards Council to authorize processing of the

public safer.”

provisional standard.

NFPA 3000 establishes preparedness, response and

Although this standard will benefit authorities around

recovery benchmarks with a focus on integrated

the world, mass killings are largely a United States

protocol, and civilian and responder safety. When

phenomenon accordingly to a recent CNN article.

issued, the standard will provide guidance for

With just five percent of the world's population, the

organizing, managing, and sustaining an active

U.S. holds the unfortunate title to 31 percent of all

preparedness and response program so that the risk,

public mass shootings. Over the course of nearly 17

effect, and impact of hostile events can be reduced.

months from June of 2016 until early November 2017,

Efforts to establish NFPA 3000 began in October

a trio of domestic perpetrators inflicted nearly half the

2016, shortly after the Pulse Nightclub incident.

casualties that the nation witnessed during the course

A new NFPA Technical Committee comprised of

of a thirteen year period from 2000 through 2013. A

representatives from the Department of Homeland

shooting at the Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Florida left

Security; Department of Justice; the FBI; NSA; national

49 dead and 58 wounded on June 12, 2016; a massacre

police, fire and EMS organizations; hospitals; private

in Las Vegas, Nevada on October 1, 2017 killed 58 and

security; and universities, was quickly formed. Initial

wounded 441; and less than 35 days later on November

public comments on the issue were gathered in just

5, a gunman took the lives of 27 and injured 20 more

four months; the NFPA Standards Council unanimously

in Sutherland, Texas. These numbers reflect a dramatic

approved the new standards project; and development

increase based on the 160 incidents, 486 deaths and

of NFPA 3000 began in June.
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ON THE
MOVE…
Newport News Chief
R. B. Alley Retiring April 1
The city’s website says Alley has
over 40 years of experience in EMS
service, which included many years
with the City of Virginia Beach.
“The Newport News Fire Department
is a world class fire department that
provides outstanding responsive
emergency services. Customer
service is our number one priority
and is the key to our success. We are
all honored to serve the great City of
Newport News.” – Chief R. B. Alley,
III via City of Newport News website
A search for a new chief is underway,
according to the city.

Loudoun County Chief
Keith Brower to Retire
Chief W. Keith Brower, Jr. is retiring
after 44 years of service. Chief
Brower was hired as a career
Firefighter/EMT in Fairfax County,
VA, where he worked from 1978 to
1984 when he was hired by Loudoun
County as a Fire Training Officer.
Chief Brower’s retirement party
took place on March 31, 2018 at the
Lovettsville Game Club.

Congratulations
Chief’s Alley
and Brower!
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FACT SHEET

ACTIVE SHOOTER/HOSTILE EVENT
PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE
What You Need To Know About NFPA 3000
As more hostile events continue to occur around the world, it
is critical for first responders, emergency personnel, facility
managers, hospital officials, community members, and others
to have the information they need to be prepared when attacks
occur. NFPA® is developing a new standard – NFPA 3000,
Standard for Preparedness and Response to Active Shooter
and/or Hostile Events – to address that need.
The purpose of NFPA 3000 is to identify the minimum program
elements necessary for organizing, managing, and sustaining
an active shooter and/or hostile event response program
and to reduce or eliminate the risks, effect, and impact on
an organization or community affected by these events. The
document addresses the following areas and others:
• Risk assessment
• Planning
• Resource management
• Organizational deployment
• Incident management
• Facility readiness
• Finance
• Communications
• Competencies for law enforcement
• Competencies for fire and EMS
• Personal protective equipment
• Training
• Community education
• Information sharing
• Readiness of receiving hospitals
• Recovery

By the Numbers
• Active shooter events in the US: 2000–2013
• 160 incidents
• Combined 1,043 killed and wounded, not
including shooter(s)
• 486 killed
• 557 wounded
•
Active shooter events in the US: 2014 and 2015
• 40 incidents
• Combined 231 killed and wounded, not including
shooter(s)
• 92 killed
• 139 wounded
•
Shooter events occurring with greater frequency
and loss
• Three active shooter events, over the course of less
than 17 months, produced more than 50% of the
casualties reported from 2000 to 2013.
• Pulse Nightclub in Orlando, Florida (June 12, 2016):
49 dead, 58 wounded
• Las Vegas, Nevada (October 1, 2017): 59 dead,
441 wounded
• Sutherland Springs, Texas (November 5, 2017):
27 dead, 20 wounded
• Two of the deadliest tragedies on record happened
within five weeks of each other.

FACT SHEET

ACTIVE SHOOTER/HOSTILE EVENT
PREPAREDNESS AND RESPONSE CONTINUED
FAQs
What are the Main Objectives for Developing
NFPA 3000?
Prepare a single set of requirements to be used by a whole
community addressing unified command, integrated response,
and recovery as follows:
• Unified Command:
Explain how and why the unified command structure at an
operations level needs to be in place and practiced.
• Integrated Response:
Preparation and response must take into account the
operations of numerous different agencies. These
organizations must have operational plans that incorporate
the objectives of other responding agencies and they must
function as a cohesive, integrated unit.
• Recovery:
Effective recovery planning must start now, and there are
several aspects of recovery that need to be planned for.

Who is Working on Developing NFPA 3000?
• NFPA:
The non-profit organization is facilitating the code
development process to create this brand new document.
• Committee of Broad-Based Technical Experts:
A 46-member all-encompassing NFPA Technical Committee
has been assembled with representatives from law
enforcement, fire, EMS, federal agencies, health care, private
security, universities and local government.
• First Responders and the Public:
The NFPA standards development process is open to anyone
to view and participate in. The public, first responders, and
any interested party can provide input when the draft is
posted, and can follow the development of NFPA 3000 by
receiving updates as soon as they are available.

Is NFPA 3000 Only for the Fire Service?
No, NFPA 3000 is for citizens, facilities, schools, health care,
non-governmental organizations, law enforcement and other
responders, city leaders, and emergency management. All of
these stakeholders need to be at the table and working together.

What Can You Do?
• Access the full draft text of the proposed standard
online at www.nfpa.org/3000.
• Learn more from our experts on NFPA XchangeTM
at https://community.nfpa.org/.

BECOME AN NFPA MEMBER
FOR MORE OF THESE RESOURCES

TM

This material contains some basic information about NFPA 3000, Standard for Preparedness and Response to Active Shooter and/or
Hostile Events. It identifies some of the requirements in the DRAFT NFPA 3000 as of the date of publication. This material is not
the official position of any NFPA Technical Committee on any referenced topic which is represented solely by the NFPA documents
on such topic in their entirety. For free access to the complete and most current version of all NFPA documents, please go to
www.nfpa.org/docinfo. References to “Related Regulations” are not intended to be a comprehensive list. The NFPA makes no
warranty or guaranty of the completeness of the information in this material and disclaims liability for personal injury, property,
and other damages of any nature whatsoever, from the use of or reliance on this information. In using this information, you should
rely on your independent judgment and, when appropriate, consult a competent professional.
© 2018 National Fire Protection Association / January 2018

NEW SUPPLEMENT ON CANCER
SURVIVAL SHOWS GAPS
A new supplement to the journal Cancer, released on December 5, looked at the
percentages of people diagnosed with certain cancers who survive five years or more
after diagnosis. Ten cancer-specific papers used data from the CONCORD-2 study, which
tracks cancer survival worldwide, to see what survival looks like in the U.S. Among the
major findings was the fact that survival for many cancers went up from 2001—2003 and
2004—2009 in the United States.

• Half to 80% of people who got colorectal or cervical cancer lived at
least five years after diagnosis.
• Fewer than half of people who got stomach, liver, lung, or ovarian
cancer lived at least five years after diagnosis, although this
percentage is going up.
• There were large differences in survival between black people and
white people for nine of the 10 cancers the study looked at.

Findings by Cancer Type
• Breast cancer survival was high between 2001 and 2009, but there
were wide and persistent differences in survival between black
women and white women. Federal, state, and local agencies must
work together to reduce racial disparities in breast cancer survival.
• Colon cancer survival showed little improvement between 2001
and 2009. Five-year survival among black patients has yet to reach
that of white patients who were diagnosed 15 to 20 years earlier.
• Rectal cancer survival also showed little improvement between
2001 and 2009. There were persistent differences in survival
between black people and white people.
• Some progress was made in survival for patients with liver cancer,
but five-year survival is still low, even for those whose cancer is

Cancer Survival in the United States
CDC’s Division of Cancer Prevention and Control led a special issue in the journal Cancer

• Lung cancer survival improved slightly between 2001 and 2009,

about cancer survival in the United States. The 10 cancer-specific papers in the supplement

but was lower among black people than white people. Making sure

provide the percentage of people who live for at least five years after being told they have

all patients receive timely and proper treatment would help reduce

cancer. The numbers are grouped by—

the differences in survival between states and lower survival among

• Race (black people and white people).
• State in which the person lived when he or she was diagnosed with cancer.
• How far the cancer had spread when it was found (stage at diagnosis).
• Kind of cancer: nine kinds of cancer in adults, and acute lymphoblastic leukemia in
children.
CONCORD is a program for tracking cancer survival worldwide, based at the London
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. It helps scientists find out why people with

black people than white people.
• Cervical cancer survival stayed at about 64% between 2001 to
2003 and 2004 to 2009. The survival rate for black women was
lower than the survival rate for white women in both time periods.
• Ovarian cancer survival was about 40% between 2001 and 2009.
Large and consistent racial differences were seen in most states,
and black women have lower survival than white women.

certain kinds of cancer live longer in some countries than others. The first CONCORD study

• Prostate cancer survival was high (97%) for men diagnosed between

was published in 2008. In 2015, the CONCORD-2 study was published in The Lancet, with

2001 and 2009, but racial differences were seen. The percentages

data on more than 25 million cancer patients in 67 countries.

of both black men and white men whose cancer was found early

This supplement follows up on the CONCORD-2 study. It uses data from 37 cancer

and had not spread beyond the prostate increased during this time.

registries in the United States, covering 80% of the U.S. population. It is the largest study of

More than 99% of men whose cancer is found early live five years

population-based cancer survival to date in the United States. Public health agencies can

or more after diagnosis.

use this information to help target early diagnosis and treatment services.

• Stomach cancer survival improved slightly between 2001 to 2003

Key Findings

and 2004 to 2009. The differences between black people and

In the United States between 2001 to 2003 and 2004 to 2009—

white people are small.

• At least 80% of women who got breast cancer, men who got prostate cancer, and
children who got acute lymphoblastic leukemia lived at least five years after diagnosis.
26

found early and has not spread beyond the liver.

• In children with acute lymphoblastic leukemia, survival for five
years after diagnosis is high, but racial differences were found.
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THE EFFECT OF REPEATED
EXPOSURE TRAUMA ON
FIREFIGHTERS
Many research studies have focused on firefighter mental health challenges due
to a single traumatic event. But what about repeated exposure to such events?
This article details findings from a research project1 that studied the impact of
repeated exposure trauma (RET) on firefighters.
Across the country, firefighters are responding to fewer fires but are increasingly
called upon to provide Emergency Medical Services (EMS), perform search and
rescue, and react to hazardous materials incidents and natural disasters. They
come across a wide variety of tragic situations that play out in or around their
homes, along highways, and in every other conceivable part of their communities.

• Firefighters have higher rates of alcohol use and binge drinking compared
to the general population. There is a possible connection between risky
drinking behaviors and PTSD.
• Firefighters experience “secondary trauma” or “compassion fatigue” from
repeated exposure to trauma. They may not be diagnosed with PTSD, but
clearly suffer from symptoms such as sleep disorders, avoidance behaviors,
and feelings of helplessness that are associated with PTSD.

Takeaways from this study
Firefighting and mental health: experiences of repeated exposure to trauma
• It is more common for firefighters to experience a negative mental health
impact from a series of traumatic events rather than from one single event.
• Symptoms of RET for most firefighters include desensitization, irritability,
cynicism and intrusive flashbacks.
• Many firefighters appear to effectively manage their emotional response to

RET — the cumulative effect of regularly caring for the broken bodies and
wounded minds of victims and their families — is thought to have a negative
psychological impact on firefighters’ own mental health. Previous studies have
looked at firefighter mental health challenges in the context of post-traumatic
stress syndrome (PTSD), which relies on assessment instruments attuned to one
particular traumatic event.

Learn more about this research

Takeaways from previous studies

1 Jahnke, S. A., Poston, W. S., Haddock, C. K., & Murphy, B. (2016).

• Evidence shows that rates of depression among fire and EMS personnel are
higher than in the general population.

trauma. Future research should explore their protective coping methods and
resiliency.

The research article is aavailable at:
https://usfa.kohalibrary.com/app/work/237994
Firefighting and mental health: Experiences of repeated exposure to trauma.
Work, 53(4), 737-744. doi:10.3233/wor-162255

45 Years.
275 Stations.
1 Firm.
Experience matters.

800.671.0621 • www.fire-station.com

NEW LEADERSHIP AT USFA
NFA DISCUSS THEIR GOALS

"We need to continue to prioritize that because we're seeing a steady
stream of those and almost seeing an increase in the severity or the
escalation of those events."
Preparation for such large-scale events is something Hoover will focus
on during her tenure at the NFA as she and her team examine and
refine the current course curriculum to help better prepare the next
generation of leaders.
"We're doing things as emergency responders that we never thought
we would be doing 40 years ago," Hoover said. "We weren't talking
about hostile environments, we weren't talking about putting medics
in hot zones or having medics with police officers. We weren't talking
about fire behavior in the wildland like we are now. We weren't talking
about EMS, if you think about it."

Wildland incidents
Hoover, who rose to the rank of battalion chief in the early portion
of her firefighting career, most recently served as California State Fire
U.S. Fire Administrator G. Keith Bryant and National Fire Academy Superintendent
Tonya Hoover.

Marshal from 2009-2016, a position which provided an up-close look
at how urgent the need is to better prepare for major wildland incidents
like those that ravaged the Golden State in October.

The evolution of the fire service in the 40-plus years since the formation of the U.S. Fire
Administration (USFA) has been remarkable, and the new leadership at the organization
and at the top of its National Fire Academy recognizes how much change has occurred and
how much is yet to come for our nation's emergency responders.

the opportunity is there to reevaluate some of those modeling issues
surrounding wildland fire. We need to step up our wildland involvement
and also step it up in our delivery, which is part of the undertaking right

In a recent interview with Firehouse.com, U.S. Fire Administrator G. Keith Bryant and
National Fire Academy Superintendent Tonya Hoover opened up about some of the trends
they've seen since being appointed last May and what their primary goals are in two of the
most critical leadership positions in today's fire service.

now in our Command & Control program."

"I'll use an analogy from my past life with a local fire department," Hoover said. "One of our
captains used to say, 'You call, we haul, that's all.' Our community expected us to be there
for them and their world was constantly changing so ours was constantly changing as well.
We have evolved in 40 years and we need to continue evolving."

they get used in our Command & Control classes as examples for future

During that constant and ongoing evolution, however, Bryant sees one thing that never
changes.

opportunity to work with and see the federal system and understand

"The good news is that I believe the people who make up the nation's fire and emergency
services still have a desire and willingness to serve and put themselves in hazardous
situations," Bryant said. "That's the constant, but what's changed is the nature, the
complexity and the severity of those hazards they face."

A key point for Bryant concerning wildland incidents is that they can

Bryant's roots in fire service began in the military as a U.S. Army firefighter and crash rescue
specialist before he joined the fire department in Oklahoma City, in 1982, where he rose in
rank over the course of 23 years until being appointed chief in 2005.

and not so much in the Central or Eastern parts of the country," Bryant

Large-scale and violent events
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"We see fire behavior in ways that we've never seen in decades, and

"We're in the community before the incident occurs, during and after,"
Hoover said. "It's very important that our courses reflect that. So the
recent events that happened like the hurricanes in Houston and Florida,
and current leaders so they know how to evaluate performance and
they know how to be prepared both ahead of an incident and then
what it would take through the recovery process. It also gives them an
how the supply chain operates and how best to operate within it."
no longer be viewed, as they have for many years, as primarily an issue
facing Western states.
"I think not too long ago it was looked at as more of a Western U.S. issue
said. "But I think just in terms of property loss and lives lost this past
year, you really could make the argument that the wildland issue is the
nation's fire problem. That doesn't mean we're not going to continue
looking at other things, and that's not necessarily our main priority,

A former president of the International Association of Fire Chiefs and the Metropolitan Fire
Chiefs Association, Bryant was one of the firefighters who responded to the bombing of
the Alfred R. Murrah Federal Building by Timothy McVeigh in 1995, giving him a powerful
perspective on how responding to violent events is now a significant part of firefighter
training.

but I would say in terms of how we're addressing it on a national level,

"I would say to departments nationwide that they need to be prepared for and thinking
about their response to large-scale events and violent events," Bryant said just one day
before 17 people were killed in a shooting at a Parkland, FL high school on Wednesday.

trends that it's going to affect more and more of the population in the

we may be just a little bit behind the curve and we need to step up
our efforts in that ar"We do offer some good courses that deal with
wildland issues at the Academy, but again I think maybe it could be
made a bit more current with what's going on right now. I certainly see
years to come, and we need to be a bit more focused on it in terms of
the education and training we provide."
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Five-year plan

Data collection

Stepping up efforts in that area as well as in others, including the burgeoning topic of

Another priority for Bryant during his tenure is to push data collection

mental health and post-traumatic stress among first responders, will be crucial in the

into its next phase on both an input and extraction level. Accurate

coming year given the USFA's current five-year strategic plan runs through 2018.

and detailed data input from fire departments around the country

"A lot of what we'll be doing over the next year is looking at that strategic plan in terms

is one of the best ways firefighters can help the USFA and NFA make

of how we might want to revise it, update it and make sure that we're future-oriented"

the appropriate adjustments in course development and response

Bryant said. "Obviously, being a part of FEMA, we're going to have to look at the FEMA

preparation.

Administrator's strategic direction. He's got three overarching principles, and the first is to
better prepare communities for disaster response."
A huge part of that preparation for Hoover is community risk reduction (CRR), a topic she
says is "near and dear to my heart" and one that speaks to all elements of the modern fire
service, particularly when it comes to Emergency Medical Services and how it has come to

"I came from that user side of things not too long ago," Bryant said of
inputting data into NFORS. "And we'd all like to say that it could be easier and
quicker or more modern... but as we move along with the current budget
we have, we'll do our best to make whatever improvements we can."

make up such a large bulk of what firefighters are handling on their runs.

"The one thing we can't emphasize enough is the need for better

EMS training

accuracy on the input side. We see issues with that. It's something

"EMS does account for a majority of the runs we see in the data being provided to our
(National Fire Operating Reporting) System," Hoover said. "EMS is 85 percent and sometimes

that's a big priority for us, to make sure that we're making departments
aware that the information and the data are used to not only analyze

90 percent of the call volume, and we do have a pretty extensive EMS supervision and

the nation's fire problems but also help us determine trends we need to

leadership program with a number of courses for folks who are focused on EMS."

stay on top of. We've got to have accurate data input."

"EMS becomes part of community risk reduction as it gets identified as a priority. I don't

Recruitment challenges

see the fire service changing in that regard. I think the fire service will always be involved
with EMS and we have to be prepared for the changing environment in EMS. We change
protocols based on what we're seeing in the field," Hoover said. "I'll use the opioid epidemic
as an example. That's an EMS issue as well as a hazmat issue, so when I talk about CRR it's
all-inclusive. It's not just fire, it's EMS, it's hazmat and other man-made and natural disasters."

With recruitment efforts on a downward swing across the country,
Bryant is also stressing the need for fire service leadership to understand
the changing trends and approaches of the younger generation during
efforts to bring them into the fold.

Bryant was quick to emphasize that the next generation of firefighters needs to understand

"First and foremost, when you're talking about chief-level personnel

that it's not just about fire anymore.

you can talk about the generational issues that we all have faced

"I believe that we provide very good programs in terms of EMS," he said. "But I think there

throughout our careers and the unique things about each generation

might not be as much interest with the people who apply for our courses as there is with

and how we reach out to them," Bryant said. "The more I talk to other

the fire, leadership and executive development programs. And maybe that's incumbent on

chief officers around the country and others who are in charge of

us to emphasize our EMS delivery a little bit more. Obviously, the fire service is the largest

recruiting, not only in the career ranks but also the volunteer ranks, I see

provider of EMS services in the nation, and we've tried to make sure that we address those

an increasing challenge for departments in recruiting quality people."

things and provide that education and training."
"It's not that we don't deliver programs and courses and education in EMS, we do. But we
just need to make sure that people are more aware of that because it's such a large part of
what the fire and emergency services provide in this day and age."

Addressing mental health
The topic of PTSD is one the fire service is just starting to fully grasp, and the trends in
mental health for first responders have not gone unnoticed by Hoover.
"Some of the areas we've placed a lot of focus on recently is our health and wellness with
a new training specialist who's focused on health and safety for the fire and emergency
services, and how that crosses over into all our curriculum areas" Hoover said.
"We want to make sure that we are talking about the (warning) signs to insure that our folks
are mentally healthy as well as physically healthy. There are a lot of really great groups and

Looking to the future
Hoover believes those trends and fresh attitudes need to be embraced and
harnessed, which brings us back to the idea of evolution in the fire service.
"We want to make sure that we're staying focused on being ready
for change," Hoover said. "The world evolves and we need to evolve
as well. We need to evolve in the profession, so when we talk about
our leaders of the future, they're coming in with different skill sets. We
need both the hard skills and the soft skills, because when you make
that jump into those mid-manager leadership roles, you're probably
going to use more of your soft skills than your hard skills. So we need to
prepare people to use their soft skills."

organizations and specialists that are working hard to help the fire service address mental

"The wonderful thing about working here is that everyone believes in the

health. We want to make sure that we're a part of that team and we're able to share information

mission" she added. "We have to make sure that we're not just looking at

and point people in the right direction, and to bring it to the forefront in our curriculum."

today but also looking to the future, and how do we get there?"

Commonwealth Chief • Visit Your Association on the Web at www.vfca.us
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VFCF ANNOUNCES BENEFIT
GOLF TOURNAMENTS FOR 2018
The Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation will be holding three benefit golf tournaments around the Commonwealth in 2018.
The proceeds from these events will be used to help support the continuance of the Virginia Fire Officers Academy and the
Virginia Chief Officers Academy. In addition, scholarships are also supported for first responders and or their immediate
family members.

Event

Date

Start Time

8th Annual VFCF/Spotsylvania –Lees Hill Golf Club

6-29-18

1200 Hours

9-21-18

1230 Hours

10-12-18

1200 Hours

POC—Chris Eudailey—ceudailey@vfca.us or 540-809-9397
4th Annual VFCF/Williamsburg—Golden Horseshoe
POC—Pat Dent—wdent@williamsburgva.gov or 757–220-6220
3rd Annual VFCF /Salem –Hanging Rock Golf Club
POC—John Prillaman—jprillaman@salemva.gov or 540-375-3080
Additional information can also be found at www.vfca.us . The VFCF is actively seeking sponsors and door prizes for each of
these events. The goal for these three events for 2018 is $50,000.

8th Annual

Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation
Golf Tournament
June 29, 2018

Lees Hill Golf Club

10200 Old Dominion Parkway Fredericksburg, VA 22408
All proceeds benefit the
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation which provides educational opportunities to fire and emergency services professionals.

Sponsorship and Support Opportunities

 Official Title Sponsor ‐ $1,500

Includes full registration for 4 Players
Corporate banner placement on site and at awards ceremony, Signage at designated hole
Title Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program





Gold Sponsor ‐ $1,000 Golf



Beverage Cart Sponsor ‐ $250



Driving Range Sponsor ‐ $300



Golf Only $ 80.00 Per Player

Cart Sponsor - $500

Company Signage placed in each golf cart
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Includes full registration for 4 Players
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage at designated hole
Gold Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program



Putting Green Sponsor - $300

Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage on putting green during event
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

3 company sponsor signs placed onto beverage cart
Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

 Hole Sponsor - $125
Custom signage placed on hole
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program

Opportunity to provide company promotional items
Signage on driving range during event
Sponsor acknowledgment in tournament program



Donation Only $

Make check payable to: VFCF

Select your support or sponsorship from above:
Registration & Range Open at: 11:00am

1st Place Team $500 Cash Prize

Sponsor Name & Address

Email Address

Tournament Information
Shotgun Start at: 12:00 Noon

Many Raffle and Door Prizes

Format: Captains Choice

Mulligans 3 for $10

Sponsor and Player Information:

Sponsor Contact:

Phone:

Total Amount Enclosed: $

Player 1:
Email:
Player 2:
Email:
Player 3:
Email:
Player 4
Email:

Please send this form with your check for your sponsorship and/or players fees to:
Chris Eudailey
10249 Kimlynn Trail, Chesterfield, VA 23838
(540) 809-9397 or dewdrinkers@verizon.net

Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation
P.O. Box 699, Blackstone, VA 23824
Phone: (888) 818-0983
Web Site: www.vfca.us

Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation Announces Annual Fund Raising Campaign
The purpose of the Foundation is to provide educational opportunities, including scholarships, to Fire and Emergency Services providers – both Volunteer and
Career; develop Public Relations programs to promote and raise public awareness of Virginia’s Fire and Emergency Services; to assist other related organizations in
the development and implementation of Public Education Programs; and provide grants to other Fire and Emergency Service Organizations. Fund development is
through donations, corporate giving, and fund raising events, such as golf tournaments.
Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation is pleased to announce its upcoming campaign to raise funds to sustain our Mission. There are levels of sponsorship available to meet
every budget. As we spread the word and maximize each support level the Foundation can realize approximately $.8 million in annual support! Please consider the
most appropriate level of sponsorship that you can commit to over the next five years, or perhaps a one-time donation best suits your situation. Please indicate on
the Form if you will be making a single donation or pledging a 5 year investment in the Foundation.
Level of Support
$100 - Firefighter
$250 - Company Officer
$500 - Battalion Chief
$750 - Deputy Chief
$1000 - Fire Chief

Number of Opportunities
1000
50
500
250
100

Once you decide the level of sponsorship you are willing to support please complete the form below to reflect that information. You can submit your first year
donation along with your completed form to VFCF, P. O. Box 699, Blackstone, VA 23824. If you are making a single donation for the entire 5 year period that
should be indicated below. Because of dedicated and committed individuals such as yourself, the VFCF will remain fiscally sound in order to provide services and
benefits to our Public Safety Responders and their immediate family members as well as to support the development of the future leaders of the Fire Service in the
Commonwealth! As a side note, since 2003 the VFCF has awarded 188 Educational Scholarships and has trained 480 students who have graduated from the Virginia
Fire Officers Academy (VFOA) since the Academy’s inception in 2007. The VFCF is a 501 © 3 recognized organization and as such your donation is tax deductible.

Thank you for your pledge of support! Your donation will make a difference!!

Name_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number ______________________________________Email address___________________________________________________
Level of Sponsorship ____________________________________________________________Payment enclosed______________________
Term of Support
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__________Single Donation

__________Five Year Pledge __________Other
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VFCA Member Advantage
Mission Statement

The Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, (VFCA) serves the communities of Virginia through its fire
service leaders and advances the Fire & Rescue Service through leadership, education and
advocacy.
Member Benefits
Your membership in the Virginia Fire
Chiefs Association makes you a member
of the Virginia Fire Chiefs Foundation,
the companion non-profit educational
organization that offers educational
seminars, the Virginia Fire Officer
Academy, the scholarship program and
other such worthy programs. It’s a full
palette of programs and services from
which you can choose those of particular
interest to you, the VFCA member.
1. Career Development
Mid-Atlantic Expo & Symposium
(MAE&S)
The premier fire and emergency services
conference offering a mix of association
business, networking and over 40
educational sessions during the event
The MAE&S is a cost and time efficient
way to sharpen your skills, expand your
knowledge base and broaden your fire
service network.
Virginia Fire Officer Academy
This award winning four-and-a-half-day
program assists fire and emergency
services professionals to move from a
tactical view to a comprehensive strategic
view of fire and emergency services,
operations, personnel safety, and
administration. Participants will enhance
their professional development through a
unique four and one-half day hands-on,
interactive learning experience designed
to provide a better understanding of
the relationship between leadership,
ownership and safety.
Educational Seminars
From broad-based tactical and fire ground

training to more focused programs
such as “Horse Sense” that hones and
prepares officers to lead and manage their
organizations on a day-to-day basis.
2. Information & Idea Exchange
Commonwealth Chief Magazine
Touted as one of the country’s best fire
and emergency services organization
member publications, Commonwealth
Chief magazine puts the latest thinking
and current issues – as well as all you
need to know about your association – in
your hands on a quarterly basis.
Exhibitor Trade Show
The exhibitor show, held in conjunction
with the Annual Conference, presents a
unique opportunity for chiefs, company
officer’s, firefighters and others to spend
quality time with the vendors who provide
the very latest in technology, products
and services utilized by today’s modern
fire service.
VFCA Website at www.vfca.us
Your source for the latest wide-ranging
information about the association and its
activities at your fingertips – 24/7. Register
on-line or download a conference
registration application, peruse the latest
and back issues of Commonwealth Chief
magazine, or obtain LODD information.
VFCA’s website is changing continually
to provide you with the information you
need when you need it!

events or on the Website, you can connect
with the fire chiefs and other fire service
personnel from around the state who share
your concerns, but from a slightly different
perspective.
3. Political Action
Legislative Summit
VFCA leadership plays a leading role in the
Annual Legislative Summit where major
fire/EMS organizations from across the
Commonwealth come together to decide
what legislative issues are important
and relative in today’s ever changing
environment.
Advocacy
Members and leaders take the fire service
story directly to state and federal elected
representatives to work for laws and
regulations that enhance your ability
to provide safe communities. VFCA
appointments to many state boards and
advisory bodies ensure fire and emergency
services input on actions that affect us all.
4. Personal/Family
Accidental Death and Dismemberment
Insurance. Each VFCA member is provided
with AD&D insurance benefits in the event
an unexpected tragedy should strike.

Networking Opportunities
Opportunities occur throughout the year to
learn informally from your peers. At VFCA

Membership Categories
Annual Membership fees
(Check the appropriate category)
q

Active
Career Chief Officer

$75.00

q

Volunteer Chief Officer

$40.00

q

FF & Co. Officer

$40.00

q

Affiliate
$40.00
Individuals in professions allied to
the fire service (such as Sections,
Public Education; Emergency
Services; Technical Rescue or
other areas that not covered under
Active)

q

Corporate
$100.00
Representatives of companies with
an interest in fire prevention, fire
suppression, insurance, or other
fire-service-related products

q

Life or Honorary
$20.00
Individuals who have been
selected to receive Life or
Honorary Membership in the
Association by a vote of the
Executive Board.

(Life or Honorary members receive
complimentary membership. To receive
mailings, the member fee is $20/yr.)

Membership Application

Join today by filling out the membership application and paying online at www.vfca.us or
Mail this application and payment (check payable to VFCA): VFCA • P.O. Box 699 • Blackstone, VA • 23824
Name:________________________________________

Fire

Dept/Organization:

_________________FDID#_________________

Rank/Title: ____________________________________________________Chief Officer: q Yes q No
Address: __________________________________
Phone:

_________________

Fax:

City: _________________

_________________

Email:

Retired:

State: _____________

q

Yes

q

No

Zip: ______________

_________________________________________________

Pay by Credit card: q Visa q Master Card q AMEX q Discover
Credit card #: __________________________________
Name on Card: _________________

Exp. Date: _____________

Security Code: (3digit # on back) ___________

Billing Address if different from above: ____________________________________________

Please check the following:
Register me as one of the following Sections: q Admin. Professionals q Federal/Military q Company Officer q Life Safety-CCR
DFP Division: q 1 q 2 q 3 q 4 q 5 q 6 q 7

Type of Department: q Volunteer q Career q Combination

If you have questions concerning this application and/or membership status, contact VFCA Member Services at (888) 818-0983 or email memberservices@vfca.us

Virginia Fire Chiefs Association, Inc.
PO Box 699
Blackstone, VA 23824
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115 years of innovating coverage and collaborating with
115 years
of innovating
coverage
and
collaborating
with
partners
and
90
years
of
serving
our
nation’s
emergency
partners and 90 years of serving our nation’s emergency
responders
withwith
customized
insurance
responders
customized
insurancesolutions.
solutions.

Emergency
Services
Emergency
Services
A&H A&H
| Group
Life
| Critical
Illness
| 24-Hour
P&C
| Group Life
| Critical
Illness
| 24-HourAD&D
AD&D | P&C

C.J. Bens, VP of Sales

C.J. Bens, VP of Sales
Provident Insurance
Provident Insurance
11588
POPO
BoxBox
11588
Pittsburgh,
PA 15238
Pittsburgh,
PA 15238
800.447.0360
800.447.0360
providentbenefits.com
providentbenefits.com

